TO AVOID
Below are various photos of Synthetic Thatch manufactured by a variety of manufactures from all over the
world as alternative options for natural thatch.
The perception is that the goal that all manufacturers are trying to achieve is to provide a long lasting,
maintenance free, realistic looking alternative to natural thatch.
The reality is that more often than not the goals are only used during the sales pitch and the main driving
force is to make a quick buck. Sadly, there are literally hundreds of small extrusion companies wanting to
“make a fast buck”.
Resorts, Hotels and House Owners with natural thatch roofs wanting to get away from the problems
associated with natural thatch, will often, without a proper investigation, invest in synthetic thatch,
believing that any synthetic thatch will solve their problems.
Sometimes for the sake of saving as little as $2 to $5 per square meter they will gamble and buy this inferior
synthetic thatch.
Fiber Thatch is a quality drive product range that assures peace of mind for the Resorts, Hotels and House
Owners alike.

Examples of inferior synthetic thatch.
The photos below say it all!!! All the images below were found after doing a google search for “Bad
Synthetic thatch.”

Well known synthetic brand names.
See the image below, often it will be sold as a quality product……………Sometimes it is just a
copy?...............Sometimes outsourced to the lowest bidder to manufacture?...............little if any
quality control?...............No UV resistance?...............some products even have sawdust mixed in to the
master batch to skimp on polymer?…………No warranty?.................

The reality could be as in below
photos………………………………………………………………
Colour fading!

Material becomes brittle!!!

NO LONGEVITY AT ALL.

Synthetic tiles stripped from a resort roof shockingly less than 2 years since installed as new
This resort owner decided to replace the above disaster with Fiber Thatch Indian Ocean tiles.

There are however resorts that will simply live with what they are stuck with…………………

Photos from roofs at a prestige resorts in the Maldives

Why then Fiber and no other manufacturer in the world?
1. Fiber Roofing specialise in synthetic thatch. We have been building and
thatching roofs for more than 40 years and completed projects in more
than 50 countries globally.
Don’t be the proverbial “Guinea pig”; do your homework; don’t gamble.
Insist on references, 5 or 10 projects and check them. The roofs are
integral parts of any buildings so do not make a mistake. Fiber invites you to contact any of the
references on our web site.

The majority of Chinese manufacturers are merely copycats’ some of these manufacturer wicker
furniture, pipes, pots, etc. and see the opportunity to add to what they are doing, to “make a fast
buck”. How true is the saying: “Jacks of all trades, masters of none”?

They come and go. We have over the last 5 years compiled a list of almost 50 Chinese companies
offering synthetic thatch to yourself or our agents and more than 90% have since disappeared. As
these offers come threw we again and again have asked for None of these fly by night companies
can offer references of projects they have done anywhere; anything done in the last 5 years.
We are yet to see only one project as a reference.
2. Fiber Roofing, although we have some standard colours and thatch types, Fiber Roofing is the only
manufacturer that will work customise colours to your specifications. Below are some Fiber
Roofing references of completed projects. Test us!!!

3. Fiber Roofing is in the trusted name in the market to stay. We invested in our own factory. Fiber
Roofing has extensive production facilities and all manufacturing is done in house.
4. Fiber Thatch Tiles carry a 20-year warranty.
The
Fiber
Factory.

5. Fiber Roofing does not outsource.
6. Fiber Roofing has more than 30 years of experience in synthetic thatch manufacturing and
installation.
7. Fiber Roofing has an international network of 50+ agents worldwide: - Please visit us, meet “our
family”, see for yourself.
Then compare us with all the other manufacturers and suppliers in the world.
There is no choice!!!
To add to the above: Because of the shear volumes we manufacture we have managed to keep our
prices at a level where no other manufacturer can compete.

We dare challenge any manufacturer in the world to provide you with a give to a
client a better deal,
Quality and real value for your money!

